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1 INTRODUCTION

When we study how phonological representations align with syntactic and semantic representations, we principally study imperfect parallelism. Prosodic representations must be to some degree faithful to the syntactic and semantic representations they express (otherwise, prosodic cues would not be as useful as they in fact are in syntactic and semantic processing, Wagner & Watson (2010)). But they must also meet purely phonological requirements, having to do especially with rhythm, balance, and the needs of phonologically dependent elements. Satisfying such requirements often leads to less than perfect parallelism across the systems of representation. This much is a virtual truism. The challenges come in understanding what the mechanisms actually are which guarantee parallelism in the first place and departures from parallelism in the second place.

Our goal in this paper is to contribute to the project of understanding these mechanisms. We do that by studying two cases in Irish in which full parallelism fails; the two cases are closely related and they interact with one another in intricate ways. Both involve the special status of subject pronouns in the language and their interaction with the inflected verbs that precede them. Both processes also interact with ellipsis in interesting and contrasting ways and thus provide a way of probing how the mechanisms of ellipsis do their work—the means by which syntactic objects are linked with silence. This is not always taken to be a question on the syntax-prosody interface, but it surely should be; after all, silence is phonological and there is no larger failure of parallelism than that in which a syntactic or semantic representation is mapped to silence.

¹This paper grows out of a presentation at the ET13 workshop held at McGill University in May 2014. We are grateful to the organizers and participants for creating an extraordinarily stimulating event. A presentation at the LRC Workshop on Syntax and Information Structure (UCSC, September 2014) helped a great deal, as did discussions with Anikó Liptak, Byron Ahn, and Amy Rose Deal. We owe a special debt to Vera Gribanova for important suggestions made at a crucial point. We also owe a special debt to Dónal Ó Baoill, Lillis Ó Laoire, Ailbhe Ní Chasaide, Pádraic Ó Ciaradh, Caitlín Mhic Niallais, and Eibhlín Nic Dhonncha for their patient and perceptive help in establishing the data. Authors’ names are listed alphabetically.
2 BACKGROUND

We begin by installing some familiar but necessary background. Irish is, as is well known, more or less rigidly VSO in all of its finite clauses:

(1) Má bhríseann tú an fhaocha, tifídh tú na castáí atá ina leath.
   ‘If you break open a periwinkle, you will see the twists that are in its hind parts.’

Word order in finite clauses of every type follows the informal schema of (2):

(2) **VERB** < **SUBJECT** < **OBJECT** < **OBLIQUE ARGUMENTS** < **ADVERBIALS**

Departures from the patterns of (2) are tolerated, of course, under the right conditions, and among the possibilities that are permitted is one that will be of interest to us here. It involves unstressed forms of pronouns. Although it is not represented in any standard orthography, there is in Irish a crucial distinction between strong (stressed) and weak (unstressed) forms of personal pronouns. Some of the relevant forms are shown in (3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORTHOGRAPHY</th>
<th>STRONG FORM</th>
<th>WEAK FORM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3rd sg masc, non-subject</td>
<td>é</td>
<td>[eː]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd sg fem, non-subject</td>
<td>í</td>
<td>[iː]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd pl, non-subject</td>
<td>iad</td>
<td>[iad]/[iəd]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1st sg</td>
<td>mé</td>
<td>[meː]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strong forms of pronouns may bear an accent and their vowel nuclei are long; weak forms are unaccented and their vowels are characteristically shortened and centralized.

It is uncontroversial that the distinction between strong and weak forms of pronouns is of central importance in all varieties of current Irish (see the references of footnote 1 and also Doyle (2002), Bennett et al. (2013, 2015)) but the details of their realization are complex. The chart in (3) illustrates (in column four) fully reduced variants, but, depending on context, unstressed pronouns may have either reduced or unreduced vowels (see Ó Curnáin (2007: Volume Two, 1270–1274) for a particularly careful description of the range of possibilities). We will not deal with these complex realizational patterns here, but rather assume, with Bennett et al. (2013, 2015), that the core distinction reflects a lexical choice—each pronoun has a strong form and a weak form, the choice between them being free; the form selected for use in a given derivation is then subject to the usual

---

vicissitudes of variable and context-sensitive phonetic realization.\footnote{This choice is largely a matter of expository convenience for our present purposes. As far as we know, the core of the analysis to be developed here is compatible with a number of ways of understanding the distinction.}

What will, though, be important for us here is the fact that strong and weak pronouns are distinguished not only by their form but also in the fact that they exhibit different ordering possibilities. Strong pronouns appear in their syntactically expected positions (that is, they appear in the same positions as full DP’s which enter into the same set of syntactic relations). Weak pronouns, however, may displace to the right, as seen in (4). (4b) has a weak pronoun as its object; (4a) has a full DP:

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(4)a] Fuair sé nuachtán Meiriceánach óna dheartháir an lá cheana.
get.PAST he newspaper American from-his-brother the-other-day
‘He got an American newspaper from his brother the other day.’

\item[(4)b] Fuair sé óna dheartháir an lá cheana.
get.PAST he from-his-brother the-other-day it
‘He got it from his brother the other day.’
\end{enumerate}

The displacement seen in (4b) takes the pronoun all the way to clause-final position; more often, however, the displacement is to an intermediate position. (5) is typical:

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(5)] chonac ag féachaint uirthi go drúisiúil
see.PAST.S1 PROG look at-her him lasciviously
‘I saw him looking at her lasciviously.’
\end{enumerate}

The informal diagram in (6) (in which arrows indicate postposing patterns) summarizes the range of possibilities available to the unstressed pronoun.\footnote{Stenson (1981: 42–45) and Ó Siadhail (1989: 207–210) provide clear overviews of the basic facts.}

\begin{center}
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\node (v) at (0,0) {V DP};
\node (pron) at (1,-1) {Pron};
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The puzzles represented by these observations are at the heart of Bennett et al. (2013, 2015) and Elfner (2012) and we assume as background here the proposals developed and defended in those papers. The core of those proposals is that the postposing schematized in (6) is not syntactic, but rather prosodic, reflecting a prosodic response to a prosodic dilemma. If an unstressed pronoun appears at the left edge of a phonological phrase (a φ-phrase), there will be a violation of a constraint (\textsc{strong start} in the sense of Selkirk (2011)) which penalizes the appearance of over-weak elements in that position. We will understand it as in (7) (see Bennett et al. (2013) for discussion and alternatives):

\begin{enumerate}
\item[(7)] \textsc{strong start}: Prosodic constituents above the level of the word should not have at their left edge an immediate sub-constituent which is prosodically dependent, where by a ‘prosodically dependent’ constituent we mean any prosodic unit smaller than the word.
\end{enumerate}
The constraint in (7), highly ranked in the phonological grammars of all contemporary varieties of Irish, privileges the left edge of prosodic constituents. If, however, a weak pronoun were to appear instead at the right edge of the phrase, there would be no violation of (7). This, in a word, is the proposal developed in Bennett et al. (2013, 2015): postposing is the placement of a weak pronoun at the right edge of a $\phi$-phrase in order to avoid a violation of STRONG START. Thus, in (6), the possible ‘landing sites’ all mark right edges of nested phonological phrases and the origin point is a position (the left edge of a $\phi$-phrase) in which a weak pronoun would trigger a violation of (7).

It is striking, given all this, that subject pronouns, even when weak, never postpose:

\[
\begin{align*}
(8) & \quad \text{a. } \ast \text{Chuir} & \text{mo lámh} & \text{mo phóca} & \text{mé}. \\
& \quad \text{put.past} & \text{my hand} & \text{in-my pocket} & \text{I}.
\end{align*}
\]

‘I put my hand in my pocket.’

b. Chuir $\text{mé} \text{mo lámh} \text{mo phóca}$.  

The stark impossibility of (8a) gives rise to two questions:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{QUESTION 1.} Why is postposing not available to subject pronouns?
  \item \textbf{QUESTION 2.} How is the crucial prosodic dilemma actually resolved for subject pronouns? Why is the well-formed (8b) not ruled out as a fatal violation of STRONG START?
\end{itemize}

To see why these questions arise, consider in more detail how postposing works for an object pronoun such as in (9):

\[
\begin{align*}
(9) & \quad \text{a. } \text{Fuair Eoghan} & \text{óna dheartháir an lá cheana}. \\
& \quad \text{get.past Owen} & \text{from-his brother the-other-day}.
\end{align*}
\]

‘Owen got it from his brother the other day.’

b. Fuair Eoghan $\text{óna dheartháir an lá cheana}$.  

The object pronoun of (9) is at the left edge of a maximal projection—the maximal verbal projection, out of which the verb itself has fronted. Matching constraints, therefore, if applied faithfully, will place the phonological exponent of the pronoun at the left edge of the phonological phrase corresponding to the verbal projection:

\[
\begin{align*}
(10) & \quad \text{SYNTAX: } [ \text{fuair Eoghan } [\text{op } \text{óna dheartháir an lá cheana }]] \\
& \quad \text{PROSODY: } (\phi \text{fuair Eoghan } (\phi \text{óna dheartháir an lá cheana }))
\end{align*}
\]

If the derivation happens to have begun with the choice of the strong form of the object pronoun, (10) is unproblematical and emerges as the variant in which the object pronoun has its strong, accented, form. If, however, the derivation happens to have begun with merger of a weak pronoun, we are threatened with a violation of STRONG START. The
system responds to this dilemma by providing a prosodic representation which is less faithful to the syntax but in which there is no violation of STRONG START. There are two ways in which it can do this, both of which exploit a now useful property of weak pronouns: that, almost alone among the function words of the language, they are enclitic rather than proclitic. This opens the space for two possible outcomes which are equally valued: the pronoun can adjoin at the right edge of a containing φ-phrase (yielding ‘postposing’ as in (9b)) or it can incorporate into the preceding prosodic unit, voiding the threatened STRONG START violation in a different way and yielding for the orthographic representation in (9a) the alternative prosodic parse in (11):

(11)  \((\phi fuair Eoghan é ) (\phi óna dheartháir ) (\phi an lá cheana )\)

In (11), the enclitic pronoun is again at a right edge rather than at a left edge and all is well as far as (7) is concerned (at the cost, again, of a less than faithful correspondence between syntactic and phonological constituency).

This is how the ‘optionality’ of postposing is understood in the system proposed by Bennett et al. (2013, 2015)—the enclitic character of weak pronouns makes possible two equally valued ‘solutions’ to the prosodic problem that would be created if syntactic and prosodic representations were in maximally faithful correspondence.

In light of these proposals, consider now the case of subject pronouns in finite clauses. There is ample evidence (McCloskey (1991, 2011c)) that such clauses have the basic constituency schematized in (12):

(12) a. Chuir sé a lámh ina phóca.
‘He put his hand in his pocket.’

b. 

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\dot{\text{V}} \\
\text{FIN} \\
\uparrow \\
\text{XP} \\
\text{chter} \\
\text{se a lámh ina phóca}
\end{array}
\]

In (12) all the material following the finite verb forms a constituent, a maximal projection, which excludes the finite verb. We will consider shortly what the syntax is which yields (12b) as an outcome; for now, all that matters is that (12b) is, in outline, what we have at the end of the syntactic composition for VSO clauses of the Irish type. If prosodic constituency and syntactic constituency were to align perfectly, we would now have the prosodic structure in (13):

(13)  \(((\omega chuir ) (\phi sé \phi \phi ))\)
It is in turn one of the most important results emerging from Elfner’s work (Elfner 2012, 2015) that the prosodic structure illustrated in (13) is one that is in fact attested under the right circumstances. But now all of the logic of the discussion of object pronouns should unfold in exactly the same way for subject pronouns. The post-verbal constituent XP of (12b) is mapped to a $\phi$-phrase in (13). If we happen to have begun the derivation with a weak, rather than a strong, nominative pronoun, the faithful mapping of syntax to prosody shown in (13) would, exactly as before, force a violation of STRONG START and our expectation will be that subject pronouns should have available to them the same two repairs (prosodic incorporation to the left, or postposing to the right) as are available to non-subject pronouns. Why then is (8a) so firmly excluded?

The answer we pursue here is that subject pronouns have an alternative way of resolving the STRONG START dilemma, one which preempts postposing of the pronoun. We develop that alternative in what follows and pursue its implications, which turn out to be substantial. Understanding the mechanism of exemption will be the crucial thing in that discussion.

3 Subject Pronoun Incorporation

There is extensive evidence that in finite clauses, simple subject pronouns incorporate into the verbal complex to their left (Quiggin (1906: p. 155, §486), de Bhaldraithe (1966: p. 65, §339), Greene (1973), Lucas (1979: p. 120, §461), Chung & McCluskey (1987: 226–228), Doherty (1996: 23–25), Ó Baoill (1996: 88–89)): The example in (14a), for instance, has the prosodic structure indicated in (14b) and a phonemic realization as in (14c) (in Ulster varieties):

(14) a. Chonaic mé fear mór ar an bhealach mhór.
    saw I man big on the way great
    ‘I saw a large man in the roadway.’

b. (chonaic mé) (fear mór) (ar an bhealach mhór)

  c. (xanik1m@) (f$ar m@r) (er1 $ valax wor)

In (14b) we observe the unstressed subject pronoun as an enclitic /m@/ on the finite verb /xanik1/. We will call the process which leads to this outcome Subject Pronoun Incorporation, which we will occasionally abbreviate as SPI. In this section we lay out the core properties of SPI in an initial way. Our starting point is the informal statement in (15):

(15) Simple subject pronouns right-adjoin to the inflected verb.

The term ‘simple pronoun’ in (15) is morphosyntactic rather than phonological. It refers to a monomorphemic pronoun which has not been augmented with any of the various suffixes or function words (contrastive, demonstrative, reflexive) which frequently appear to the right of pronouns in Irish. Various kinds of such complex pronouns are illustrated in (16) (for extensive relevant discussion see McCloskey & Hale (1984), Koopman (1999),...
Doyle (2002), McCloskey (2004), Kane (2014)).

(16) a. DEMONSTRATIVE
e șin: 3rd person singular masculine accusative + demonstrative particle: ‘that
guy, that one’
b. CONTRASTIVE
siad-san 3rd person plural nominative + contrastive particle: ‘they’ (as opposed
to others)
c. REFLEXIVE
sinn féin: 1st person plural + reflexive particle: ‘ourselves’

Morphological complexity here clearly mirrors internal syntactic complexity (Koopman
1999, McCloskey 2004, Kane 2014). But simple pronouns exhibit no such internal syntac-
tic complexity. We take it then that they are not just monomorphemic but also syntacti-
cally simple, consisting only of a lexical item of category D (determiner) bearing features
of person, number, gender and case which make the necessary discriminations among
various members of the category.

Besides their syntactic and morphological simplicity, simple pronouns have an im-
portant additional property—they are incapable of bearing focus. If a pronoun is to be
focused, it must be augmented with a contrastive suffix of the kind illustrated in (16b) and
exemplified in (17):

(17) Chuaigh si-se i dtreo na gcnoc, agus chuaigh mi-se i dtreo na
go.PAST she–CONTR towards the hills and go.PAST I–CONTR towards the
farraige.
sea
‘SHE went towards the hills and I went towards the sea.’

Both of these properties of simple pronouns (their resistance to focus and their internal
simplicity) will be important in what follows.

As for the incorporation process itself, one of its most important properties is that in
syntactic and semantic terms, it is (like Pronoun Postposing) without consequence. It is
presumably for this reason that the phenomenon has played no role at all in discussions
of the syntax and semantics of subjecthood in Irish. For the relevant phenomena (word
order, case, agreement, resumption, extraction, binding and so on) the work done by SPI
is undetectable.

However, incorporation is clearly detectable in its phonological and morphological
effects.

In the first place, given the proposals of Bennett et al. (2013, 2015), an explanation
is needed for why weak pronouns do not trigger violations of STRONG START when in
subject position. (this is our QUESTION ONE from above). The hypothesis of incorpo-
ration provides that explanation. SPI will ultimately yield a prosodic structure like that
in (18b,c), repeated from (14) above:
(18) a. Chonaic mé fear mór ar an bhealach mhór.
   saw I man big on the way great
   ‘I saw a large man in the roadway.’
b. (chonaic mé) (fear mór) (ar an bhealach mhór)
c. (xanile‘ma) (βar m0r) (er1ə valax wor)

The potentially fatal violation of **STRONG START** in such cases is avoided because the subject pronoun is not at the left edge of the post-verbal $\phi$-phrase, but is rather the rightmost sub-part of the verbal complex and is therefore at the right edge of the prosodic word corresponding to that complex. There is no violation of **STRONG START** in (18c).

In the second place, all observers are in agreement that simple subject pronouns are enclitic on the preceding finite verb (see Greene (1973: 128), Ó Sé (2000: 156), Ó Baoill (1996: 90, §6.3.2) among many others).

In the third place, simple subject pronouns and inflected verbs enter into a range of allomorphic interactions with one another which are understandable only if the pronouns and the verbal morphemes with which they interact are in a sufficiently local relation. The required locality is exactly what is delivered by SPI, since it places both morphemes involved in the alternation within the same complex word (in a sense that we will be more precise about as the discussion develops). We therefore take it that these patterns provide evidence for the reality of incorporation; in addition, and importantly, they also provide us with a probe for detecting whether or not incorporation has applied. They will play an important role in the discussion that follows, so we devote the following section to describing them. But let us first summarize our conclusions to date:

- SPI is part of the grammar of Irish;
- it creates a complex prosodic word by incorporating a simple subject pronoun into the verbal complex to its left;
- it has detectable morphological and phonological consequences;
- it has no detectable syntactic or semantic consequences.

This constellation of properties already suggests that SPI is post-syntactic. We will see other kinds of evidence for this conclusion as we proceed.

### 4 Patterns of Suppletive Allomorphy

We are concerned in the first place with allomorphic variation in the form of inflected verbs triggered by subject pronouns and, in the second place, allomorphic variation in the form of subject pronouns triggered by verbal endings. The details differ from dialect to dialect (because the morphophonology of the verb differs from dialect to dialect), but the effects are widespread and are well described in the dialectological literature. We will not try to catalog all such effects (see Wagner (1959: 95–96) on one Donegal variety), but we will consider a sample large enough (six cases) to give a full sense of the phenomenon.
TYPE ONE
In the dialects of Munster, the future tense ending spelled *-f(aidh* is normally realized as */h1g/ . But before a simple pronoun, it is realized as */hi/:

*cuirfidh Meáig*: */kl1gim1g/ (‘Meg will put’), but:

*cuirfidh mé*: */kl1him1/ (‘I will put’)

(see Ó Sé (2000: 23, 252, 258, 273, 285, 299)).

TYPE TWO
In Donegal and in Mayo, the same future tense ending (spelled *-f(aidh*) is normally realized as */h1/ or as */hi/ depending on dialect. It is realized as */h1/ before a simple pronoun:

*cuirfidh Máire*: */kl1him1g/ (‘Mary will put’), but:

*cuirfidh mé*: */kl1him1/ (‘I will put’)

(see Wagner (1959: 66, 95, §270(a)), Ó Baoill (1996: 30, §2.8.2, 31, §2.8.3)).

TYPE THREE
In Donegal and in Mayo, the conditional ending spelled *-f(eadh* is normally realized either as */hu:/ or as */hu/ depending on the dialect. It is realized as */ht1/ before a simple subject pronoun with initial */S/:

*chuirfeadh Seán*: */kl1him1gS1/ (‘Sean would put’) but:

*chuirfeadh sé*: */kl1him1S1/ (‘He would put’)

(see O’Rahilly (1932: 73), Wagner (1959: 96, §272), Ó Baoill (1996: 23, §2.1.3), and for the corresponding effect in Conamara Irish, Ó Curnáin (2007: Volume Two, 902)).

TYPE FOUR
In Donegal and in Mayo, the stem ending spelled *-aigh* (on which see especially Ó Sé (1991)) is normally realized as long */i:/ or as short */i/ depending on dialect (or occasionally as a half-long */i/). It is is realized as */a:/ before a simple subject pronoun:

*d'imigh Séamas*: */kl1mi:Se:mas1/ (‘Seamas left’), but:

*d'imigh sé*: */kl1mi:S1/ (‘He left’)

(see, for instance, Wagner (1959: 96, §270(b)), Ó Baoill (1996: 22, §2.1.2)).

TYPE FIVE
In Kerry and in Donegal, the root of the verb ‘go’ in the past tense (spelled *chuaigh*) is realized as */xu:1g/ and */xu:i/ respectively. In both dialects, however, it is realized as */xu:/ before a simple pronoun. See Ó Sé (2000: 300, §546), Wagner (1959: 151, §411).

TYPE SIX
In all of the cases considered so far, the subject pronoun is the trigger for the allomorphy and the affected morpheme is part of the inflected verb. However, the interaction can also go in the other direction. The *-i* initial nominative pronouns, for instance, all have initial palatal */S/, as seen in many of the examples already cited. However, in the Irish of Oileán Cléire (Cape Clear in County Cork), the conditional ending */-h@x/ and the past habitual ending */-@x/ cause the initial */S/ to be de-palatalized to */s/ (Ó Buachalla (1962: p. 105), Ó Buachalla (2003: §6.1.4, p. 48)):

*do chuirtfeadh sí* (she would put): */kl1him1gS1/ *do bhíodh sé* (he used to be): */kl1him1S1/
In the alternations just described, we are dealing not with living phonological processes, but rather with suppletion. This is especially clear for the first and third types, in which the relation between the two allomorphs (/hu/ and /hit/ in one case, /hig/ and /hi/ in the other) is now completely opaque, although understandable in terms of remote linguistic history (on which, see the Appendix). Similarly, the depalatalization following /x/ seen in the final case (TYPE SIX) has no basis whatever in the phonology of the contemporary language.

Whatever mechanisms are responsible for these patterns must therefore do their work in a way consistent with the general theory of suppletive allomorphy. That theory has been the focus of a great deal of important recent work (see, among others, Embick (2012), Bobaljik (2012), Arregi & Nevins (2013), Merchant (2013), Bobaljik & Harley (2013), Bobaljik (2015), who in turn build on much earlier work) and as a result we are well placed to make deductions about the relations that must hold between the elements which participate in the interactions just described (pronoun and inflected verb).

Of course the pronoun and the inflected verb will always be adjacent (this is a VSO language). But, as has been emphasized throughout the relevant literature (see Bobaljik (2012), Svenonius (2012), Merchant (2013: 19, fn. 18 and passim)), the locality conditions governing such allomorphic interactions are much more stringent than can be captured by way of a simple adjacency condition. Many patterns which are in fact unattested should be frequent, if the trigger and the affected morpheme were required merely to be syntactically adjacent. We would expect, for instance, that the C-head of a complement clause might condition allomorphy on the verb or adjective which selects it.

We must therefore look beyond adjacency and consider what structural relations hold between the subject pronoun and the morphemes which ultimately constitute the inflected verb. The view of that relation provided by the best-supported current treatments of VSO structure in Irish is the one we see in (19).

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{(19)}\\
\begin{tikzpicture}[level distance=1.5cm, sibling distance=1cm]
  \node {CP}
    child {node {C}
      child {node {...}
        child {node {F_1P}
          child {node {F_1}}
          child {node {V}
            child {node {[FIN]}}
            child {node {D}}}
          child {node {F_2P}}
        }
      }
    }
    child {node {F_2}}
  \end{tikzpicture}
\end{array}
\]

In this general framework of analysis, the finite verb raises to a head-position in the extended projection of the clause, the subject appears in the specifier of a lower head, and what it means to be a VSO language of this type is to possess an inventory of functional heads whose properties conspire to permit or require such derivations. None of the de-
tails are crucial at present, but we will have reason to make more specific commitments as the discussion proceeds.

The question we now ask is whether the relation between $F_1$ in (19) and $D$ (the simple subject pronoun) is sufficiently close that $D$ could trigger suppletion on a proper sub-part of $F_1$, or that a proper sub-part of $F_1$ could trigger suppletion on $D$. The answer to that question is ‘no’.

$D$ of (19) is (the head of) the specifier of the complement of $F_1$ and is included in a maximal projection (namely $F_2P$) which excludes the position of the finite verb ($F_1$ in (19)). The syntactic relation might well in fact be more distant still, given the distinct possibility that other heads (and the phrases they project) intervene in the extended projection between $F_2$ and $F_1$. In addition, $D$ in (19) is not part of the extended clausal projection and therefore is not part of any span (in the sense of Svenonius (2012) and work cited there) which also includes $F_1$.

These observations matter because it is absolutely crucial for an understanding of many of Bobaljik’s (2012) most important typological discoveries that the configuration in (19) NOT be a possible locus of suppletive allomorphy. If we are to understand, for instance, why root suppletion is commonplace in synthetic comparatives and superlatives, but unattested in analytic comparatives and superlatives, it is essential that the trigger and the target in relations of suppletive allomorphy may not be separated by a maximal projection boundary (for extended discussion, see Bobaljik (2012: 67–103), Bobaljik & Harley (2013), Bobaljik (2015)). These important results would be lost if we were to hold that the patterns of allomorphy described in section 4 above emerged from an unadjusted syntax like that in (19).

But of course we already have good reason to believe that a post-syntactic adjustment does in fact apply to (19), namely $SPI$, and that that operation creates a single complex word which includes both the pronoun and the morpheme whose shape is determined by the pronoun. Furthermore, as we will see in more detail in section 6 below, within that word the pronoun will always be adjacent to the element whose form it determines (modulo null exponents). Provided that $SPI$ does apply then, as we propose, the patterns discussed in section 4 fall straightforwardly within the range of the uncontroversial and the routine as far as theory goes (for much relevant discussion, see for instance Embick (2012), Bobaljik (2012), Arregi & Nevins (2013), Merchant (2013)). And perhaps more important, it is now not an accident, as it surely should not be, that the evidence from allomorphy aligns so closely with the independent evidence for enclisis of the subject pronoun.\(^5\)

\(^5\)Bobaljik & Harley (2013) and Bobaljik (2015) discuss a case in Hiaki in which root suppletion for a relatively small class of high-frequency verbs is apparently determined by the number of the subject for intransitives and the number of the object for transitives. They develop an analysis according to which the suppletion in question is determined at a point in the derivation at which the triggering element (subject or object) is a sister of the verbal root (taking all of the relevant intransitives to be unaccusative). Their conclusion is that suppletive allomorphy is possible not just within the word but also within the immediate projection of a head (complements, but not specifiers, may trigger suppletion on heads). This does not help with (19), of course, and leaves intact the argument for $SPI$. In addition, there is reason not to
We take it then that SPI involves the creation of a complex word which includes the finite verb and the subject pronoun. If this is correct, we have a departure from strict parallelism between syntactic and phonological representations of the same material and we must face the challenge of better understanding how that mismatch arises. To face that challenge, we will need to be more specific about the syntax we assume. That is the work of the section which follows.  

5 Clausal Syntax

Following much recent work, we assume that VSO order in Irish emerges as in (20):

(20) CP
    /        \
   /          \  
  C          TP
    /      \     \  
   /        T    \POLP
     /   \      /   \  
    /     F     /    \vP
       /   \    /     \  
      /    \   /      \  
     subject VP
        /   \  /         \  
       /    \ F          vP
          /     \   \     \  
         /       \   \     \  
        V       VP     \complements

We will assume (see McCloskey (2011b), Acquaviva (2014)) that the finite verb lexicalizes the contiguous span: \{ V, v, F, POL \} in the position of the polarity head. This yields VSO orders, given that the subject raises only as far as the specifier of the functional head

---

pursue for these Irish cases the line of analysis developed by Bobaljik and Harley for Hiaki. In Hiaki it is, crucially, always the root which undergoes suppletion, something which reflects its derivational connection with the triggering argument. In Irish, by contrast, suppletion applies, as we will see in more detail in section 6 below, to whatever morpheme happens to be adjacent to the incorporated pronoun, different in different configurations, and there is no constant syntactic or derivational relation between trigger and target. Thanks to Amy Rose Deal for causing us to think these matters through.

6For a different point of view on these matters, from a different perspective see Hayes (1990), Wagner (2011).
We need not, for the present at least, take a position on the nature of $F$. For the specific case in (21), then, we will have the structure in (22).

(21) \textit{gur chuidigh siad len- a chéile.}
\hspace{1cm} \text{C-PAST help.PAST they with each other}
\hspace{1cm} \text{‘that they helped each other’}

(22)

\begin{center}
\begin{tikzpicture}
  \node (CP) {CP};
  \node (C) [below of=CP] {C};
  \node (TP) [below of=C] {TP};
  \node (gu) [below of=TP] {\textit{gur}};
  \node (TNS) [below of=gu] {TNS [PAST]};
  \node (POLP) [below of=TNS] {POLP};
  \node (gu-chuidigh) [below of=POLP] {\textit{chuidigh}};
  \node (siad) [below of=gu-chuidigh] {\textit{siad}};
  \node (vP) [below of=siad] {vP};
  \node (v) [below of=vP] {v};
  \node (V) [below of=v] {V};
  \node (PP) [below of=V] {PP};
  \node (lena-chéile) [below of=PP] {\textit{lena chéile}};

  \draw (CP) -- (C);
  \draw (C) -- (TP);
  \draw (TP) -- (gu);
  \draw (gu) -- (TNS);
  \draw (TNS) -- (POLP);
  \draw (POLP) -- (gu-chuidigh);
  \draw (gu-chuidigh) -- (siad);
  \draw (siad) -- (vP);
  \draw (vP) -- (v);
  \draw (v) -- (V);
  \draw (V) -- (PP);
  \draw (PP) -- (lena-chéile);
\end{tikzpicture}
\end{center}

The proposals illustrated in (20) and (22) earn their plausibility in yielding an understanding of some fundamental aspects of clausal organization in Irish. First, they provide a way of understanding the body of observations which suggests that all the material following the finite verb forms a syntactic constituent which includes the verbal projection (McCloskey (1991, 2011c), Schloormemmer & Temmerman (2011)). That constituent is FP of (20) and (22). They also let us understand the body of observation which suggests that the subject raises out of the verbal domain (McCloskey (1996b, 2001, 2011b, 2014)) while at the same time letting us understand how those two conclusions are consistent with the fact of VSO order. The relation between finite clauses and their superficially very different nonfinite counterparts also emerges from the overall framework—they are identical except that each of the heads which is part of the contiguous span gathered up into the
finite verb in a finite clause is lexicalized independently in a nonfinite clause (Chung & McCloskey (1987), McCloskey & Sells (1988), Guilfoyle (1990), Duffield (1995)). Finally, these assumptions allow a simple and natural understanding of a characteristic Irish ellipsis type, for which we will use the term responsive ellipsis. Since that process will have an important role in our discussions later in the paper, we take some time here to lay out the basic facts.

5.1 RESPONSIVE ELLIPsis

Responsive Ellipsis reduces a finite clause to a finite verb. It is this grammatical device which provides the conventional means (in the absence of words corresponding to yes or no) by which polar questions are answered, as seen in (23):

(23) a. Ar chuir tú isteach ar an phost?
   Q.PAST put.PAST you in on the job
   ‘Did you apply for the job?’

b. Chuir.
   put.PAST
   Yes.

We use the term Responsive Ellipsis for this ellipsis construction partly in deference to traditional usage (which calls the verb in (23b) the ‘responsive’ form) and partly in recognition of its characteristic use in the context of (23). However, the term is not in fact appropriate, since the same pattern is used in a broad range of contexts which have nothing to do with the question-answer relation but which are characteristic of ellipsis more generally. We see the same pattern, for instance, in coordinate structures and in tag-questions:

(24) a. Dúirt siad go dtiocfadh siad, ach ní tháinig ariamh.
   say.PAST they c come.COND they but NEG come.PAST ever
   ‘They said that they would come but they never did.’

b. Beidh muid connáilte, nach mbeidh?
   be.FUT we frozen NEGQ be.FUT
   ‘We’ll be frozen, won’t we?’

When the evidence is examined closely, it turns out that, in their distribution, in their range of functions, and in their formal properties, such single-word sentences mirror point for point the properties of VP ellipsis in English. For the detailed evidence and for further analysis, see McCloskey (1991, 2005, 2011c), Schloormemmer & Temmerman (2011). That is, Responsive Ellipsis is an instance of what has been known since Lotus Goldberg’s (2005) dissertation as ‘Verb Stranding VP Ellipsis’ (McCloskey (1991, 2005, 2011c), Doron (1991, 1999), Sherman (Ussishkin) (1998), Goldberg (2002, 2005), Ngonyani (1996), Martins (1994, 2000), Cyrino & Matos (2002, 2005), Gribanova (2010, 2011, 2013), Schloormemmer & Temmerman (2011), Takita (2013).) We take it (largely following the authors just cited) that Responsive Ellipsis is elision of the complement of
the head to which the verb raises. The verb (having raised) survives; the subject DP (being trapped within the ellipsis site) does not. In the present context this means that Responsive Ellipsis is elision of the complement of the polarity head (elision of FP in (20) and (22)). A consequence of this line of analysis is that Responsive Ellipsis in Irish and VP ellipsis in English emerge as structurally parallel in an important way: both reflect elision of the complement of the polarity head—high in Irish, low in English, as shown in (25) and (26), on which see Lobeck (1995), Potsdam (1997):

(25) a. D’iarr mé air a theacht ach deir sé nach dtiocfaidh.
   PAST-ask I on-him come.NON-FIN but say he NEG-C come.FUT
   ‘I asked him to come but he says that he won’t.’

b. IRISH:

(26) a. You CAN smoke in these rooms, but we suggest that you not.

b. ENGLISH:

On this basis we might hope to eventually understand why the two processes share the many formal and distributional properties that they in fact do.\footnote{See Laka (1990), López (1994, 1995, 1997), López & Winkler (2000) for very similar conclusions regarding English, Spanish, and certain German cases.}
We have lingered over these matters because Responsive Ellipsis exhibits an interesting interaction with the subject incorporations that are the focus of our investigations here—a matter we turn to presently. In addition, notice that it is an entailment of this analysis that every finite verb in Irish contains within itself a semantically potent expression of polarity, positive or negative. This too will be important in what follows.

6 Subject Pronoun Incorporation Again

With this much in hand, we can turn to the question of what kind of operation SPI is. We have already seen that it is post-syntactic and that it takes a simple pronoun in subject position (specifier of $F$ in (20) and (22)) and adjoins it at the right edge of the inflected verb delivered by the lexicalization process. It therefore creates from the finite verb of (27) a complex word of the form in (28)—shown schematically in (28a), in more detail in (28b).

(27) D’imeochadh sé go hAlbain.
    leave.COND he to Scotland
    ‘He would leave for Scotland.’

(28) a. POL

\[ \begin{array}{c}
    \text{POL} \\
    \text{D} \\
    \text{imeochadh} \\
    \text{POL} \\
    \text{V} \\
    \text{adh} \\
    \text{F} \\
    \text{V} \\
    \text{meochad} \\
    \text{F} \\
    \text{V} \\
    \end{array} \]

b. POL

\[ \begin{array}{c}
    \text{POL} \\
    \text{D} \\
    \text{F} \\
    \text{POL} \\
    \text{v} \\
    \text{adh} \\
    \text{F} \\
    \text{POL} \\
    \text{v} \\
    \text{imeochad} \\
    \text{F} \\
    \text{v} \\
    \end{array} \]

We are now in a good position to understand the allomorphic alternations described in section 4. Given the fact that the polarity head has a null exponent and can therefore be pruned—ignored for the calculation of allomorphic adjacency (see Embick (2012: 28–29), Merchant (2013: §2))—the incorporated pronoun is adjacent to the element $F$ in (28) and is therefore in a position to influence its form. In work in progress, McCloskey argues that $F$ is a second, lower, Tense head, implicated in the expression of event time, which acts as probe in the agreement and case interactions which define subjecthood. It is therefore the syntactic expression of the information—finiteness, tense, and $\phi$-features of the subject DP—which is expressed on the inflectional endings of fronted verbs. These are just the morphemes which participate in TYPE ONE, TYPE TWO, TYPE THREE, and TYPE SIX alternations in the discussion of section 4 above. Further, if the exponent of $F$ (the lower Tense) were also null, then the influence of the incorporated pronoun should extend as far as $v$. This circumstance arises for the non-habitual past, whose exponent is null in the 3rd person singular. This is the TYPE FOUR allomorphy of section 4, in which we have
allomorphy triggered by the incorporated pronoun on the stem ending -(a)igh, which is very plausibly analyzed as an exponent of \(v\) (Acquaviva (2014: 553–556), building on Ó Sé (1991)). If POL, F, and \(v\) are all null, then the allomorphic influence of the incorporated pronoun should extend as far as the root itself. This is the TYPE FIVE allomorphy pattern of section 4. Given our initial understanding of SPI, then, along with the syntactic framework of the previous section, the patterns of allomorphy described in section 4 emerge as natural reflections of a well-supported general theory of suppletive allomorphy, one in which adjacency within a closely-delimited domain plays a central role.

We can also deduce from these observations that SPI must be obligatory—by stipulation or in a way that emerges from other requirements. We know this because the patterns of allomorphy just described are obligatory; they occur whenever an inflected verb of the relevant type is followed by a simple pronoun.\(^8\) Since the allomorphy patterns presuppose a locality which is delivered only by incorporation of the pronoun, SPI must itself be obligatory.

This is one of a number of considerations which lead us to conclude that SPI is not prosodic. The work that we build on here (Bennett (2008), Elfner (2012, 2015), Bennett et al. (2013, 2015)) makes clear that the system of prosodic structure building yields a number of different possible outcomes for VSO clauses. Sometimes the phrase structure of (12) is matched faithfully, with the verb forming a prosodic constituent distinct from the post-verbal material. Under the right circumstances, however, phrasings in which the verb and the subject together form an initial \(\phi\)-phrase are possible and frequent, as we see in an example like (29) (see Bennett et al. (2013: §6) and references cited there for detailed discussion and justification):

\[
\begin{align*}
(29) & \quad \text{a. Chuaigh na mílte go Cnoc Mhuire.} \\
& \quad \text{go.past the thousands to Knock} \\
& \quad \text{‘Thousands traveled to Knock.’} \\
& \quad \text{b. } ((\phi(\omega \text{chua'})(\omega \text{na mílte})) (\phi \text{go Cnoc Mhuire }))
\end{align*}
\]

The processes which give rise to (29b) alongside more faithful matches of (12) above are driven by the imperative to create prosodic constituents which are binary-branching and whose constituents are rhythmically balanced. These constraints yield varying outcomes, presumably because there are more ways than one to optimize the often contradictory demands of the constraints that are in play. But the effects we attribute to SPI are different in kind from this: they are rigid, obligatory, and invariant.

\(^8\)We know of only one potential exception to this generalization. Brian Ó Curnáin (personal communication) reports that alternations of TYPE THREE in section 4 above, those involving variation in form of the conditional ending, are optional in at least some Conamara varieties. In the framework of understanding we are gradually building here, there are two paths we might follow in trying to integrate this observation. We might say that SPI is optional in such varieties, or we could postulate that the allomorphic rule is itself optional. Given that the other effects we attribute to application of SPI are present in these varieties, the second path surely seems more plausible. But to really adjudicate the case, we would need to have a much closer knowledge of what the facts are than is available at present.
We must also not lose sight of the questions we originally posed, which were these:

**QUESTION 1.** Why is postposing not available to subject pronouns? It is after all a commonly deployed repair for cases in which a weak pronoun violates **STRONG START** by appearing at the left edge of a φ-phrase.

**QUESTION 2.** How is the crucial prosodic dilemma actually resolved for subject pronouns? Why isn’t the well-formed (27) ruled out as a fatal violation of **STRONG START**?

We have answered the second: in fusing the subject pronoun with the inflected verb, SPI obligatorily removes a weak pronoun from the position (the left edge of the post-verbal constituent) in which it would have triggered a violation of **STRONG START**. But what of the first?

Recall the logic which drives the understanding of postposing developed in Bennett et al. (2013, 2015). Given the enclitic character of weak pronouns, the system of prosodic structure-building can respond in one of two ways to the violation of **STRONG START** that a weak pronoun may threaten. One option is to place the pronoun at the right edge of a containing φ-phrase (so-called ‘postposing’); but an alternative is that the weak pronoun may be prosodically incorporated into the preceding prosodic unit. This is why postposing, to speak loosely, is ‘optional’. To repeat an example discussed earlier (at (9) above), consider again (30):

get.PAST Owen it from-his brother the-other-day
‘Owen got it from his brother the other day.’

b. Fuair Eoghan óna dheartháir an lá cheana [é].
get.PAST Owen from-his brother the-other-day it
‘Owen got it from his brother the other day.’

As we have seen, the two variants of (30) reflect the availability of these two options:

(31) a. (φ fuair Eoghan é ) (φ óna dheartháir ) (φ an lá cheana )

b. (φ fuair Eoghan ) (φ (φ óna dheartháir an lá cheana ) é )

Prosodic incorporation to the left yields (31a), while adjunction to the right edge of the φ-phrase yields (31b). But the prosodic incorporation seen at work in (31a) is not distinguishable from a prosodic interpretation of SPI. And if the same (or similar) operations were responsible for incorporation of subject pronouns and the incorporation of object pronouns illustrated in (31a), then our expectation will surely be that postposing will be as available for subject pronouns as it is for object pronouns. The relevant calculus (alternative available repair strategies for a threatened prosodic flaw) would be identical in the two cases, if both operations were part of the system of prosodic structure building. Put slightly differently, a prosodic interpretation of SPI will lead us to expect (falsely) that the
optionality seen in (30) and (31) will also be characteristic of subjects.9

We conclude from all of this that SPI is not a prosodic operation (a conclusion suggested in any case by the fact that its core term ‘simple pronoun’ is morphosyntactic rather than phonological). We will encounter additional evidence as the discussion develops; for now, though, we can summarize our conclusions about SPI as follows:

(32) SUBJECT PRONOUN INCORPORATION
◦ is post-syntactic (has no syntactic or semantic effects),
◦ should not be understood in prosodic terms,
◦ is obligatory,
◦ creates morphologically complex words which constitute the domain for the patterns of allomorphic variation considered in section 4, and
◦ preempts the building of prosodic structures such as (13), which are in turn the structures which threaten violations of STRONG START and thereby license postposing of weak pronouns.

This, it seems to us, is the profile of a morphological operation, especially given an overall architecture in which the output of syntactic structure building is the input to morphology and the output of morphology is the input to prosodic and other phonological operations. If SPI is a morphological operation and is therefore obligatory, it will guarantee the allomorphic patterns of section 4 and simultaneously preempt the building of prosodic structures like (13). This is because the mapping principles (Selkirk (2009, 2011), Bennett et al. (2013: §6.1)) will treat the structure of (28) as a single morphological word and will map it to a prosodic word, with the incorporated pronoun at its right edge. In this position, it will never trigger a violation of the STRONG START constraint and postposing will never be motivated. The preemption that we need is guaranteed, and we have an understanding both of why postposing never applies to subject pronouns and why there is no STRONG START violation in routine cases like (27).

But if SPI is a morphological operation, what kind of morphological operation is it? There is, as far we know, just one proposal – that of Doherty (1996) – about the nature of SPI in Irish which is explicit enough to be assessed. Doherty proposes, in fact, that SPI is a species of head-movement. We argue here that this proposal is correct in its essence, but also that when we adapt it into a contemporary theoretical context, its place in the theoretical firmament shifts in interesting and useful ways.

In the theoretical context in which it was actually introduced, Doherty’s proposal was troubling. It involved claiming that head movement could target for raising a head which originated within a specifier (the subject position in fact). Given the theory of Bare Phrase Structure however (Chomsky (1995) and a great deal of subsequent work), the anomaly largely disappears. We will now have for the example in (27) (repeated as (33)) a structure

---

9There is interesting diachronic evidence (considered in the Appendix) that it is in fact correct to link a prosodic interpretation of SPI with the expectation that postposing should be available to subject pronouns.
along the lines of (34):\textsuperscript{10}

(33) a. D’ imeochadh sé go hAlbain.
    `He would go to Scotland.'

b.  

\[
\text{TP} \\
\text{T} \quad \text{POLP} \\
\qquad \text{d'} \quad \text{POL} \quad \text{T}_2 \quad \text{P} \\
\quad \text{imeochadh} \qquad \text{D} \quad \text{T}_2 \quad \text{vP} \\
\qquad \quad \text{se'} \quad \text{[COND]} \quad \text{v} \quad \text{VP} \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{V} \quad \text{PP} \\
\text{go hAlbain}
\]

In (33), the simple subject pronoun sé is both minimal and maximal (minimal in that it consists only of a lexical item, maximal in that it does not project its label). In addition, although it is not part of the extended projection of the clause, it is the head which is adjacent to the polarity head (which of course hosts the inflected verb) and in addition it is the head which is most immediately commanded by the attracting head (POL) and which commands all other heads which the polarity head commands. All of this makes it plausible that the subject pronoun and the subject pronoun alone would be available for incorporation.

\textsuperscript{10}The head-movement we propose here is similar, in certain respects, to a type which Chomsky 2013: 43 has argued should be impossible. The logic of the argument depends on a particular understanding of how labeling, cyclicity, and intervention interact. However, our proposals are in fact consistent with the framework proposed by Chomsky, as long as SPI is, as we have argued it is, post-syntactic and correspondingly that head-movements like T-to-C raising in English are syntactic. In the post-syntactic landscape (in which, for instance, lower instances of moved phrases will have been eliminated), the kind of interaction which Chomsky discusses will yield a different outcome. The issues raised here clearly deserve a much more considered discussion, but that discussion must be left for another occasion.
We will follow Doherty’s core intuition here in taking SPI to be a head movement—in the very general sense that the pronoun (a head) is displaced from its First Merge position; but the properties of SPI are very different from those of, for instance, finite T to C raising in Germanic or Romance languages, which we take to be a syntactic head movement (with potential semantic consequences). Rather SPI is, we believe, one of the ‘movement operations after syntax’ proposed by Embick & Noyer (2001) (see also Marantz’s (1989) Morphological Merger)—‘operations that affix terminals to each other to create complex heads in the PF component’ but which are ‘in addition to head movement’ (Embick, 2012: 35–36). We take the shift from Doherty (1996) towards the present proposal to be one part of the larger program of re-assessing the status of head-motion in linguistic theory—factoring out in a principled way that which is syntactic from that which is not (Chomsky (2001: pp. 37–38), Boeckx & Stjepanović (2001), Harley (2004), Schooormemmer & Temmerman (2011) and many others).

SPI then is crucially intermediate between syntax and phonology—it has access to syntactic representations like (33b) as its input, but it adds no new lexical material, need not obey the extension condition of Chomsky (2000, 2001) and has no effect on semantic interpretation. It combines the existing atoms of a syntactic object into new combinations—complex ‘words’—and provides the input to phonological operations, including the mapping principles which relate syntactic to prosodic form.

This cluster of assumptions allows an understanding of the properties of SPI as we have seen them so far, and also allows an understanding of one that we have not yet considered. This has to do with impersonal inflection on finite verbs, of the type seen in (34):

(34)  a.  Tógadh suas an corpán ar bharr na haille
      raise .PAST-IMPERS up the body on top the cliff .GEN
      ‘The body was lifted to the top of the cliff’

      b.  Scaoileadh amach na líonta
      release .PAST-IMPERS out the nets
      ‘The nets were let out’

Each tense and mood has such a form (known as the ‘autonomous’ inflection in the Irish grammatical tradition), and it licenses an interpretation for the subject argument which is very close indeed to that of impersonal subject pronouns like German man or French on (for discussion and analysis, see Stenson (1989), Noonan (1994), Ó Sé (2006), Nolan (2006), McCloskey (2007, 2010), Maling (2015)). The crucial property of these impersonal forms is that they license no promotion of the internal argument to subject position and, relatedly, that they always contain a null pronominal subject with an arbitrary or impersonal interpretation (see especially Stenson (1989), McCloskey (2007) for the evidence for this last claim). What then will our expectations be concerning the phenomena we have been concerned with?

Firstly, SPI should be impossible, since its application will be blocked by the intervening null impersonal pronoun, whose presence is required by the autonomous inflection, and which occupies the position of the pronoun sé in (33b). Since the pronoun cannot
be incorporated, the mapping principles are free to create prosodic structures like that in (13) and the logic of the analysis in Bennett et al. (2013) unfolds. If the pronoun is weak, a violation of STRONG START is threatened and the normal range of repairs becomes available—among them postposing. Therefore we expect that postposing should be freely available. This is correct. Postposing is a regular feature of these impersonal clauses, as seen, for example, in the pair of examples in (35). The pronoun is in its syntactically expected position in (35a); it is postposed in (35b). As usual, postposing is the preferred option.\footnote{For detailed exemplification see especially the Appendix to Bennett et al. (2015).}

\begin{align*}
(35) & \text{a. Cuirtear iad \textit{\textsc{impe}} in boxes.} \\
& \text{put \textsc{pres-impers} \textit{them in boxes}} \text{.} \\
& \text{‘They are put in boxes.’} \\
& \text{b. Cuirtear \textit{\textsc{impe}} i mbo\textit{\textsc{sca\textperiodcentered}}} \\
& \text{put \textsc{pres-impers in boxes them}} \\
& \text{‘They are put in boxes.’} \\
\end{align*}

We also expect, of course, that the patterns of allomorphy discussed in section 4 above should never appear with impersonal forms. This is correct: there are no such variations in the form of the impersonal endings. Now of course the absence of such forms could simply reflect a series of morphological accidents or gaps; however, the analysis under consideration makes their absence a systematic and expected fact, since the allomorphic variation in question, we have argued, depends on a prior application of SPI, which serves to bring the two elements of the interaction into the required locality domain (the morphological word).

What is crucial in allowing an understanding of this cluster of observations is the Janus-like nature of SPI as a morphological operation—one face towards the syntax, one face towards the phonology. Because it has access to syntactic representations, it can be sensitive to the intervention of phonologically null elements like the impersonal subjects of (34) and (35); yet it creates the complex words that allomorphy and other form-determining operations are sensitive to.

If SPI were a process of prosodic, rather than morphological, incorporation, all of these facts would be mysterious. Prosodic incorporations should not be sensitive to the intervention of phonologically null elements and indeed a pronominal object which has not been postposed (as in (35a)) will easily and routinely cliticize phonologically to the impersonal verb to its left, oblivious to the presence of the null impersonal subject which blocks SPI. Such cliticization is, in fact, a standard alternative repair for a threatened violation of STRONG START (see section 7.1 of Bennett et al. (2013), especially (62).)

We take from all of this that SPI is a morphological rather than a prosodic operation. We will return to a specific implementation presently and to a specific set of commitments. To set the scene for that discussion, though, we need to consider two other phenomena in which SPI plays, we claim, a crucial role. As it turns out, the structure postulated
in (28) for words created by SPI will be the key element in that discussion. The first of these involves an additional, and initially very curious, failure of isomorphism between syntactic and phonological representations of the same material. We turn to that puzzle in the next section.

7 A Curious Phenomenon

Many observers\(^{12}\) have noted the existence in all contemporary varieties of Irish of a curious phenomenon, at the heart of which is a striking mismatch between semantic-pragmatic focus on the one hand and the phonological exponent of that focus on the other. For reasons that we will come back to, de Bhaldraithe (1953: 69, §166) uses the term *béimníd dúbáilte* or ‘double stressing’ for these cases. But the phenomenon has no generally agreed upon name at present and so we have to innovate one. We will use the term *Special Focus Construction* here and we will sometimes abbreviate that as *SFC*. The examples in (36) exemplify the Special Focus Construction in an initial way. Here and throughout, we use small caps to indicate the presence of a very prominent pitch accent.

   send down it  NEG go .FUT it down  
   ‘Drive it down.’  ‘It won’t GO down.’

b. A: An ngéillfídh siad?  B: Caithfidh siAD.  
   Q yield .FUT they must they  
   ‘Will they yield (on this)?’  ‘They HAVE to.’

The context for (36b) was a discussion of academic politics; the exchange in (36a) took place between two men trying to drive a fence-pole into hard earth.

What is so striking about such cases is the profound misalignment that we observe in them between phonological and interpretive systems of representation—the constituent on which the focal accent falls is not at all the constituent which bears interpretive focus. In the responses of (36a) and (36b), we have a simple pronoun as subject, upon which falls a strong focal accent. That much is already strange, since, as pointed out earlier (see the discussion around (17) in section 3 above), simple pronouns may not in general be focused. What is stranger still is that the pronoun upon which this accent falls is, as far as interpretation goes, un-focused. More than this, it is in fact necessarily given, referring to a discourse referent already established and made salient in the first part of the exchange (in the imperative of (36a), in the interrogative of (36b)). In (36a) interpretive focus is on the verbal stem *rach*- (go), while in (36b) it is on the modal verb *caithfidh* (must). The fact that an element other than the pronoun is focused means that the pronoun itself must inevitably be within a constituent that is given, or anaphoric; this follows from

---

well-established felicity conditions on focus (see, for instance, Rooth (1985, 1992)).
What, then, can be focused in the SFC? David Greene (1973:128) described the effect in the following terms:

In the latter conjugation, the normally enclitic pronouns may be stressed in emphatic replies ... with a pronoun stressed equally with the verb (it should be noted that in this construction it is the action which is stressed, not the agent) ... Stressed pronouns in this case have always their long vowel form, in Scottish Gaelic as well as in Irish.

Greene’s reference to ‘stress on the action rather than on the agent’ is consistent with the examples in (36), but Brian Ó Curnáin (2007:Volume One, p. 391, §383) has a different interpretation when he speaks of:

the ... common use of double stress or stress shift used to emphasize the truth or propositional meaning of an utterance

These differences of interpretation reflect the fact that there are, in reality, two sub-cases of the SFC to deal with. The examples so far considered have involved, in semantic terms, contrastive focus on the verbal root. But the same effect is also (and probably more frequently) found as a realization of Verum Focus, in the sense of Höhle (1992). We see this in the examples of (37)–(39).13

(37)  a. ’nois, bain giota dó ’na bhaile.
now, take.imperv bit of-it home
‘Now, head off home.’

b. Tá MÉ a’ gabhail ’na bhaile. Níl mé a’ fanacht áit ar bith nach
be.pres I prog go home am-not I prog stay place any neg-c
bhfuil iarraidh orm.
be.pres want on-me
‘I AM going home. I’m not staying anywhere I’m not wanted.’ RNG 26-5-2008

(38) Níl SE furasta a leithéid a dhéanamh.
neg-be.pres it easy its like do.non-fin
‘It’s NOT easy to do such a thing.’ RNG 03-09-2014

(39) amharcann siad air mar fhear a bhí ag troid ar son saoirse,
look.pres they on-him as man c was prog fight for-the-sake of freedom
agus throid sé ar mhaithe le saoirse
and fight.past he for freedom
‘they look on him as a man who fought for freedom, and he DID fight for freedom’ RNG 12-11-2010

13The examples in (37), like almost all of the data we will use in this discussion, come from broadcasts on the Irish language radio network Raidió na Gaeltachta. These examples are indicated by the tag RNG followed by a number representing the date of broadcast.
We contend that the framework already put in place (especially our understanding of SPI), when combined with some assumptions about the phonology of accent placement, allows an understanding of this set of observations. Consider first the syntactic side of things. The syntax will present to the interpretive systems structures like the two in (40):

\[(40)\]

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{a. TP} \\
T \xrightarrow{\text{POLP}} \\
\text{POL} \xrightarrow{\text{FP}} \\
\text{subject} \xrightarrow{\text{F}} \\
\text{vP} \xrightarrow{\text{V}} \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{complements}
\end{array}\]

\[\begin{array}{c}
\text{b. TP} \\
T \xrightarrow{\text{POLP}} \\
\text{POL} \xrightarrow{\text{FP}} \\
\text{subject} \xrightarrow{\text{F}} \\
\text{vP} \xrightarrow{\text{V}} \\
\text{VP} \\
\text{complements}
\end{array}\]

The structures in (40) incorporate the standard assumption that a FOCUS feature (in the sense of Jackendoff (1972), Rochemont (1986), Selkirk (1996) and much subsequent work) can be applied to elements of the syntactic representation. That feature may of course appear on the polarity head POL, or on the verbal root V (among many other possibilities). We assume (with Samko (2014)) that the possibility in (40a) gives rise to the cluster of effects that was investigated by Tilman Höhle (1992) under the name of Verum Focus. We also assume for Verum Focus the kind of alternative semantics proposed by Samko (2014), building on Rooth (1985, 1992). That is, the focus semantic value of a clause containing an F-marked polarity head will be an alternative set consisting of positive and negative variants of the same propositional core (in effect, a polar question). Many important semantic and pragmatic issues arise at this point (see especially Schwarzschild (1999)) which we will have to set aside here; but these natural assumptions, we think, will provide a reasonable treatment of Verum Focus cases like (37)–(39). (40b) meanwhile, the case in which F-marking applies instead to the verbal root V, corresponds to our initial set of examples in (36). Here too the standard Roothian analysis in terms of an alternative semantics seems to yield a good theory of their interpretive properties. F-marking on V will give rise to a focus semantic value consisting of a set of propositions differing from one another only in that different verbal meanings will replace the sense of the verb found in the ordinary semantic value.
All of this is as expected (one might say inevitable) when we bring together our syntactic assumptions, the generally available possibility of F-marking, and the alternative semantics for focus which derives from Rooth's work. How, though, will structures like those in (40) fare when interpreted by the morphology and the phonology?

Here there are a number of potential difficulties. The phonological exponent of the focus feature is a focal accent, an accent which must somehow find a phonetic realization on some appropriate element. How will that realization proceed given structures like those in (40) as a starting point? For the Verum Focus cases (analyzed as in (40a)), there is the initial difficulty that the syntactic head which is F-marked has no exponent which might bear the focal accent. For both cases (Verum Focus and verbal focus), in addition, the element on which the focal accent ought to be realized is bundled up within the complex morphological word created by lexicalization of the extended verbal projection followed by an application of SPI. These processes yield the two complex morphological words in (41), corresponding to (40a) and (40b) respectively.

(41) a. **VERUM FOCUS**: \[\{\text{V} \atop \text{FOC}} \{\text{v} \atop \text{F POL} \} \text{D}\]  
   b. **VERBAL FOCUS**: \[\{\text{V} \atop \text{FOC}} \{\text{v} \atop \text{F POL} \} \text{D}\]

Structures like (41) are what the morphology hands off to the phonology, whose task it then becomes to find a way of realizing them in a way that is consistent with the phonological grammar of the language. The morphological words of (41) are mapped to prosodic words and within each such prosodic word are found both a lexical stress (typically on the initial syllable) and the pitch accent that is the exponent of F-marking. The issue then arises of how the phonology of Irish will realize, within the confines of a single prosodic word, both the required lexical stress and the accent which is required by the presence of the F-feature.

Our first expectation about the phonological fate of such complex prosodic words might be that the focal accent would be attracted to the most prominent syllable. This is, in fact, exactly what happens in the case of the phrasal accents discussed by Elfner (2012, 2015), accents which demarcate the edges of phonological phrases. Even when such an accent marks the right edge of a φ-phrase, it appears on the most prominent syllable (usually the first) of the final word of the phrase.

The focal accent, however, is treated differently; the inescapable fact is that the focal accent must be realized on a syllable other than the initial. In this, the Irish pattern is not unique. It is known independently that when a focal accent is hosted by some element which lacks a phonological exponent, special measures are often deployed for the expression of that accent, measures which can result in phonologically unexpected outcomes. This seems to be especially true in the case of Verum Focus.14 In Argentinian Spanish (Huidobro (2005)), for example, the accent associated with Verum Focus is realized on an

---

14This is perhaps because positive polarity typically has no phonological exponent—a reflection of Horn’s (1989) Generalization that negation is always the marked member of the oppositional pair: affirmation, negation.
inflectional ending; in Slovenian (Doˇrák & Gergel (2004), Doˇrák (2007)) it is realized on an object clitic which would otherwise be stress-less; in German, the accent may appear on a complementizer, on a mono-morphemic element in the specifier of C position, or on an inflected verb fronted to the C-position (Höhle (1992)). In English meanwhile, the accent associated with Verum Focus may appear on a semantically inappropriate modal or aspectual auxiliary (Samko (2014)).

Let us begin, then, with the assumption that in Irish, as in these other languages, the focal accent must be realized independently of the lexical stress. If that is so, it is nevertheless reasonable to assume that it must be realized somewhere within the prosodic word that contains the focused element.\footnote{One can imagine functional bases for both of these constraints. If the focal accent were on the lexically stressed syllable, its presence might not be obvious to a perceiver. But if it were to be realized in a position very distant from its point of origin, it might be difficult for a perceiver to retrieve the intended interpretation. A difficulty for this simple proposal, however, is that the phrasal accents identified by Elfner (2012, 2015) are realized on the syllable which bears lexical stress but are nevertheless acoustically distinct from the lexical stress.} On which sub-part of the word will we then expect it to be realized?

One relevant consideration is that the element on which the focus accent falls must have sufficient prosodic substance to bear such an accent. There is clear evidence, in fact, that the focal accent requires a bimoraic constituent for its realization. The evidence for this condition concerns how focus-realization works in the case of synthetic verb forms—verbs whose inflectional endings reflect person and number features of the subject. In such cases, the final syllable of an inflectional affix (the exponent of subject verb agreement) may be accented in a way that is very similar to our cases—but if and only if it hosts two moras (has two syllables or has a long vowel). These cases have been noted by de Bhaldraíthe (1953: 69, §166), Ó Sé (2000: 50, §55, 52, §60), and de Búrca (1970: 77, §383). Typical examples are given in (42). In (42a) the focal accent is realized on the past tense third person plural morpheme -adar, which has two syllables, while in (42b) it is realized on the second person singular conditional ending -f(e)á, which has a long vowel.

\begin{itemize}
\item[(42) a.] An raibh siad ann? BhíODAR.
\hspace{1cm} q \textit{be.PAST they in-it be.PAST.p3}
\hspace{1cm} ‘Were they present? They certainly were.’
\item[(42) b.] An mbeinn buartha dá ndéanfainn a leithéid? BheiFEÁ.
\hspace{1cm} q \textit{beCOND.s1 regretful if do.COND.s1 its like be.COND.s2}
\hspace{1cm} ‘Would I regret it if I did such a thing? You certainly would.’
\end{itemize}

We conclude that the focal accent can only be realized on a bimoraic foot.

A second relevant consideration is that the accentual pattern observed in the SFC is very reminiscent indeed of the patterns found in compound words. Under SFC, the incorporated pronoun has its own stress and accent and is more or less equally stressed with the first syllable of the verb. This is exactly how stress is distributed in compounds (such as \textit{droch-chladach} ‘bad shore’). As has been noted many times in the descriptive literature,
both elements of a compound are equally stressed. The description in Mhac an Fhailigh (1968: 62, §267), for instance, is typical:¹⁶

Compound words that are felt to be such—loose compounds—have double stress about equal on their component parts.

The kind of ‘double stressing’ mentioned in such descriptions is very reminiscent of how the SFC is characterized in the same descriptive tradition. Taking this connection seriously, we suggest that the prosodic structure that underlies special focus is that in (43), which shows the prosodic structure (following SPI and prosodic phrasing) that we assume for the initial verbal complex of example (39).

(43) **Example (39):**

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\omega \\
\omega \\
\omega \\
/\text{hr\textael}/ \\
/\text{fer}/
\end{array}
\]

In (43) there is a recursive prosodic word in which each constituent word bears a single accent; we also have a faithful match for the adjunction structure derived in the morphology by SPI (compare (43) with (28) above). Phonological constraints such as Binarity (Ghini (1993), Inkelas & Zec (1995), Ito & Mester (1992, 2006, 2009), Mester (1994), Selkirk (2000)) and Equal Sisters (Myrberg (2010))—constraints which play a particularly important role in regulating prosodic phrasing in Irish—are fully satisfied (Bennett et al. (2013), Elfner (2012, 2015)). More important, simple pronouns, we know, have both strong and weak variants (see (3) above) and the strong variants, having long vowels, are bimoraic. If the focal accent appears on the incorporated pronoun, then, the requirement that the focal accent be realized on a bimoraic foot will always be satisfied, as long as the strong variant of the pronoun is deployed. Finally, the incorporated pronoun, though crucially within the complex morphological word which includes the F-marked element, will be as distant as it is possible to be, within that word, from the syllable bearing lexical stress. It follows in turn, then, that the drive to avoid stress clash will be maximally satisfiable in a structure such as (43) (compare Gouskova & Roon (2013) on secondary stress in Russian compounds).

What seems to happen, in sum, is that when a focal accent is ‘trapped’ within the complex morphological and prosodic word created by SPI, purely phonological principles of accent realization and distribution take over, forcing the accent to the right edge of the containing morphological word and therefore, accidentally so to speak, onto the pronoun. In this interplay, the important distinction between the two cases in (40) above is lost (verbal focus and Verum Focus are realized identically) and in addition a striking

---

¹⁶As is often observed in the dialect handbooks, in well-established or conventionalized compounds like *seanbhean* (old woman) the second element is either unstressed or only weakly stressed.
mismatch emerges between syntactic and semantic representations on the one hand and prosodic and phonological representations on the other. This mismatch is tolerated, it seems, because it makes possible the satisfaction of purely phonological desiderata.

We make two observations before moving on.

The first is that this analysis depends in an important way on one aspect of our syntactic proposals—namely that the finite verb in Irish VSO clauses lexicalizes the polarity head. This is what guarantees that every inflected verb in the language contains within itself a semantically potent expression of polarity, one which may end up being F-marked. If this possibility did not exist, then the entire chain of inference laid out here concerning the expression of Verum Focus would not even have a starting point. To the extent that our analysis of special focus is viewed as successful, then, we have support for our proposals about clause structure and for the larger framework of lexical decomposition in the syntax that they imply.

Our second observation is that these proposals entail that the Special Focus Construction is in an important sense parasitic on a prior application of SPI. Incorporation of the simple pronoun creates the compound-like structure in (28), which is in turn matched with the prosodic structure in (43). And it is the existence of this prosodic structure, we have argued, which allows for the realization of focal accents which would otherwise be trapped inside the inflected verb. If the subject pronoun were not incorporated into the verbal complex in the way that we have proposed, the understanding of the distribution of focal accents just presented would be untenable.

It is this aspect of our proposals that lets us understand the very surprising fact that special focus always implicates a simple pronoun, rather than one augmented with a contrastive element or a focus element such as féin (on which, see McCloskey (1999)). What is crucial is that simple pronouns are mono-morphemic lexical items. They are therefore minimal syntactic objects when introduced into a syntactic representation and are targeted by SPI as we have formulated it. Complex pronouns—those which combine with contrastive or other suffixes—have a complex internal syntactic structure (Koopman (1999) among others), therefore cannot be incorporated under SPI, and cannot, on our account, participate in special focus.17

There is, in addition, clear independent evidence that special focus is in fact parasitic on a prior application of SPI. That evidence has to do with the patterns of suppletive allomorphy discussed in section 4 above. The crucial observation is that the allomorphic

---

17 In the absence of a simple pronoun subject or an inflectional ending with the appropriate phonological properties (see the discussion around (42) above), special focus is simply impossible and other means have to be found to express Verum Focus. Brian Ó Curnáin has suggested to us that the discourse particle muís(e), whose meaning is, to say the least, unclear, may serve exactly this function in cases like (i):

(i)  
A: An raibh Colm ann?  
B: Bhí muís.

‘Was Colm there? He was indeed.’

The same mechanism may well be in play in (49) below.
variants triggered when a simple pronoun incorporates into an inflected verb are obligatory in the context of the SFC (Wagner (1959: p. 98–99, §276)). All examples of the relevant type that we have found in the descriptive literature are consistent with this generalization. In the examples of (44), for instance, we have reduction of the future ending to /@/ in the context of Verum Focus and ellipsis. (44a) and (44b) are from an Ulster variety and so correspond to TYPE THREE of section 4 above; (44c) is from a Munster variety and is an instance of TYPE ONE of section 4.

(44) a. Rachaidh MÉ /γah ‘me:/
go.FUT I ‘I WILL (go).’
   (Wagner, 1959: 98, §276)
b. Coinneochaidh MÉ /kiN lah ‘me:/
keep.FUT I ‘I certainly will (keep).’
   (Wagner, 1959: 99, §276)
c. ach tiocfaidh SÉ /θuk ‘fe:/
but come.FUT he ‘but he WILL (come)’
   (Ó Sé, 2000: 50, §56)

(45) is from a Conamara variety and is an example of TYPE FOUR of section 4. That is, the conditional modal of the response in (45b) was realized with the suppletive form /hit1/, triggered by presence of the simple pronoun sé.

(45) a. Ceapaim go mb’fhéidir go dreastódh sé uainn freisin muna
think.PRES.S1 C perhaps C needCOND it from-us also if-not
bhfeabhsaíonn an aimsir.
improve.PRES the weather
‘I think that maybe we’d need it as well, if the weather doesn’t improve.’
b. Ó, d’fhéadfadh SÉ /dθetit ‘fe:/
canCOND it
‘Oh, it could be. (That’s certainly possible.’)
   RNG 19-12-2012

In addition, work with six native speaker consultants confirms that these allomorphic variants are not just possible but are in fact required in the context of special focus.

But these patterns of suppletion are possible, we have argued, only if the pronoun has been adjoined to the morphological word corresponding to the inflected verb. The locality necessary for such interactions otherwise does not hold. The appearance of these triggered allomorphic variants is therefore a certain indicator that SPI has applied.

Finally: we have further support in all of this for the morphological, as opposed to the prosodic, interpretation of SPI. This is because we never see the special focus effect when the inflected verb and the subject come to form a close bond by way of purely prosodic mechanisms. Given our existing assumptions (Elfner (2012, 2015), Bennett et al. (2013, 2015)), prosodic phrasing gives rise to structures like (29b), repeated here as (46):
   ‘Thousands traveled to Knock.’

b. \((\phi (\omega \text{chua'}) (\omega \text{na mílte}) (\phi \text{go Cnoc Mhuire}))\)

in which two prosodic words (verb and subject) are sister constituents within an initial phonological phrase. Special focus is never observed in such contexts. In a case like (46), it is inconceivable that an accent on the subject DP should give rise to a Verum Focus interpretation or to an interpretation involving verbal focus. We capture this crucial contrast in the analysis developed here by drawing a firm line between incorporation of a subject pronoun and the routines of prosodic structure building. SPI is an obligatory morphological operation, a post-syntactic head-movement whose output is a morphological word—in effect a compound. The compound-like structure delivered by SPI is in turn the foundation upon which the SFC crucially rests—it provides a word large enough to host two independently realized accents (one lexical, one focal) in a way that does not violate constraints which disfavor stress clash.

For reasons that we lingered over at the beginning of this discussion, the special focus phenomenon seems bizarre at first blush. But when we examine the various components of the analysis that we have developed in this section, it turns out that the observed patterns emerge in a fairly natural way from an interplay among elements that have substantial independent grounding. The syntax of (40) was developed and argued for for reasons having nothing whatever to do with our present concerns; the evidence for SPI is strong and is also entirely independent of present concerns; the phonological constraints we have made appeal to are well established within Irish and beyond. Two assumptions are needed which are specific to the problem at hand:

(i) A locality requirement which demands that a focal accent not be realized in a position too distant from the F-marking of which it is the exponent. Specifically, we have suggested that the accent must achieve its realization within a prosodic word which also contains the F-marked lexical item.

(ii) That the focal accent will under certain circumstances resist being realized on the same syllable that bears lexical stress.

It hardly seems unnatural that there should be a requirement like (i), but (ii) remains unsatisfying, even if there is evidence to suggest that such a constraint, or something very like it, is active in a number of other languages (Huidobro (2005), Dořák (2007), Dořák & Gergel (2004)), especially in the context of Verum Focus.\(^{18}\) That said, the account of special focus that we have developed here is well integrated within a larger theoretical and analytical landscape and it lets us begin to understand the striking mismatch that lies at its core between the representations that govern interpretation and those that govern what Berwick & Chomsky (2011) call the process of ‘externalization’.\(^{19}\)

\(^{18}\)See Samek-Lodovici (2005) and Féry (2013) for important relevant discussion.

\(^{19}\)Another outstanding issue for our analysis concerns the relation between subject pronouns and those bimoraic inflectional endings that bear focal accent under Verum Focus or verbal focus (42). Verbal inflec-
This is as far as we can take this aspect of the discussion at present. What remains are some puzzles having to do with how pronoun incorporation and special focus interact with ellipsis. That interaction turns out to be challenging and also, we think, revealing about the transition from syntactic-semantic representations to prosodic-phonetic representations. We therefore turn to it in the final section.

8 INCORPORATION, SPECIAL FOCUS, AND ELLIPSIS

Two observations define the interaction between Responsive Ellipsis and the mechanisms we have been concerned with here. The first is that simple pronouns are like subjects in general in not surviving ellipsis (Wagner (1959: 98, §276), McCloskey (1991)):

(47) a. An bhfuil sé breoite?
   q be.pres he ill
   ‘Is he ill?’

(47) b. Tá (*sé).
   be.pres he
   ‘He is.’

The second observation, apparently at odds with the first, is that in the context of special focus, the accented simple pronoun does survive ellipsis. We see this especially under Verum Focus, in which the SFC is accompanied by Responsive Ellipsis very frequently indeed.25 In this case, the simple subject pronoun does survive, as seen in (48)–(51).

(48) a. Amharc orm.
   look.imperv on-me
   ‘Look at me.

(48) b. Eh? Amharc ort? Nach bhfuil MÉ?
   look on-you neg q be.pres I?
   ‘Eh? Look at you? I AM. (Am I NOT?)’

25To such an extent that some descriptions (e.g. Wagner (1959: 98–99, §276)) claim, in effect, that the SFC is found ONLY in ellipsis contexts. This is not the case, as we have seen throughout section 7, but the perception that the two are necessarily linked is understandable.
This is a remarkable fact, since subjects in general do not survive ellipsis. Furthermore, simple pronouns are necessarily un-focused in their interpretation. In contexts like (48)–(51), in fact, they are necessarily given, because F-marking on the polarity expression requires a discourse context in which there is an antecedent proposition differing only in polarity from the proposition expressed in the ellipsis site (Rooth (1992), Schwarzschild (1999), Fox (1999), Samko (2014)). The accented subject pronouns of (48)–(51), then, do not 'survive ellipsis' on semantic grounds. This becomes all the clearer when we observe that, in the context of special focus, even expletive pronouns survive (accented as always):
What then is the basis for the exceptional treatment of simple pronouns in (48)–(53)? We argue here that the crucial factor is prosodic and that, as in much of the empirical material we have dealt with here, SPI is the central actor. We develop these themes in what follows.

In adjoining a subject pronoun to the inflected verb, SPI lifts it out of the ellipsis site:

\[(54)\] SPI:

\[
\text{TP} \\
\text{T} \\
\text{POLP} \\
\text{POL} \\
\text{FP} \\
\text{POL D} \\
\text{D}
\]

In the context of our proposals, then, the question of whether or not the subject pronoun ‘survives ellipsis’ is naturally construed as the question of how SPI interacts with ellipsis. That interaction can now be encapsulated in two generalizations:

\[(55)\] 

**GENERALIZATION A:** Despite being obligatory in general, SPI does not apply in the context of Responsive Ellipsis.

**GENERALIZATION B:** But SPI may apply out of an ellipsis site if the subject pronoun is destined to bear a focal accent in the Special Focus Construction.

Generalization A reflects our earlier observation that subject pronouns systematically delete in non-focal ellipsis contexts like (47). This deletion would be unexpected if the subject pronoun were incorporated into the verb, since ellipsis does not in general target subparts of morphological constituents.\(^{21}\) The interpretation in terms of SPI is supported by an additional observation. When subject pronouns are elided, the morphological traces of

\(^{21}\)See Booij 1996, 2012 for an analysis of apparent counter-examples.
SPI—the allomorphic alternations of section 4—also disappear. Consider again our Type Three pattern from section 4, that involving the two forms of the conditional ending in Northern varieties. There is an elsewhere form (56a) and a form observed in the context of SPI (56b):

(56) a. chuirfeadh Seán . . . (John would put) /xǐn³hu jən/
   b. chuirfeadh sé . . . (he would put) /xǐn³hit³jə/

Under ellipsis, it is the elsewhere form – (56a) – that is required:

(57) a. An gcuirfeadh sé fearg ort? put.COND it anger on-you
   ‘Would it make you angry?’
   b. Chuirfeadh.
      /xǐn³hu/ * /xǐn³hit³/ ‘It would.’

This is so even when the elided subject pronoun is, as in (57), one of those that forces appearance of the (56b) variant. The absence of verbal suffix allomorphy in such examples suggests strongly that SPI simply does not apply when subject pronouns happen to be within the constituent targeted by Responsive Ellipsis.

None of this is exactly surprising, and one might well conclude from the failure of SPI in this context that ellipsis precedes SPI—applying first, obliterating both the pronoun and the triggering context for incorporation, and thereby preempts it in a straightforward instance of derivational bleeding.

But things are not, of course, so straightforward. In the context of special focus, as we saw in (48)-(53), simple subject pronouns are not elided; rather, they survive to be pronounced, and end up bearing a strong focal accent. Generalization B of (55) attributes this possibility to SPI, and once again there is evidence from verbal allomorphy to support the attribution. The patterns described in section 4 appear, obligatorily, when accented pronouns in the special focus construction survive ellipses. But we established in section 7 that such allomorphic interactions are parasitic on SPI (in the absence of SPI, the required locality does not hold). When we see such alternations, then, we must conclude that SPI has applied and we can understand what the mechanism is by which the subject pronouns of (48)–(53) survive: it is SPI, applying as in (54),

The two statements of (55), then, provide a good first-level description of the complex body of facts we are considering here. But they also seem to contain the seeds of a theoretical paradox. Pattern A suggests, as we have seen, that ellipsis is derivationally prior to SPI; but GENERALIZATION B seems to require that SPI be derivationally prior to ellipsis.

There is of course a crucial difference between the subject pronouns that are elided and those that resist elision: those that resist end up bearing the the focal accent which is the
phonological exponent of semantic focus (see section 7). Subject pronouns survive ellipsis, it seems, only when they are needed to provide the necessary prosodic infrastructure for realization of a focal accent.

We believe that this view is correct, but it seems to bring with it its own theoretical challenge. The derivational point at which SPI must apply or not apply, is one in which it cannot be locally determined that the incorporated pronoun will end up bearing a focal accent. As we saw in section 7, the pronoun itself is never F-marked and the ultimate placement of the focal accent, we have argued, reflects the operation of purely phonological mechanisms which shift the accent away from the F-marked constituent and on to the incorporated pronoun. But now our earlier ordering paradox seems to re-emerge as a severe problem of derivational look-ahead: to determine that a pronoun should exit the ellipsis-site by way of SPI, the system has to be able to foresee, so to speak, that in a future phonological afterlife its presence will be required to support a focal accent. The kind of interaction we observe here seems very problematic, then, given local and serialist views of the post-syntactic landscape. In what remains of this paper, we argue that these seeming paradoxes dissolve once we adopt certain independently reasonable positions about how the mechanisms of elision do their work and about how the post-syntactic computation is organized.

Ellipsis is a very complex phenomenon whose effects are distributed over all aspects of linguistic representation (pragmatics, semantics, syntax, morphology, phonology, the lexicon). But the generalizations in (55) are simplistic in presupposing a unitary operation of ‘ellipsis’. Things cannot be so simple. We take as our starting point, then, the following more nuanced assumptions, drawing especially on Merchant (2001) and on Merchant (2004:670–673):

(58) a. The syntactic head \( H \) which licenses a given ellipsis type optionally includes a morpheme \( E \), which has a semantic and a morpho-phonological component.

b. The semantic component of \( E \) is a use-condition which guarantees that the requisite semantic parallelism condition(s) between antecedent and ellipsis site hold.

c. The morphophonological component of \( E \) marks the terminal nodes of the complement of \( H \) for non-pronunciation in the phonological module (see also Postal 1970, Wasow 1972). We use the notation \( X_{[∅]} \) to indicate such ‘doomed’ terminals.

 d. In the case of Responsive Ellipsis in Irish, the head which includes the \( E \)-morpheme is the polarity head POL.

The most important consequence of this view for our present purposes is that terminal elements which are scheduled for elision will bear a formal mark which well-formedness constraints can make reference to.\(^{22}\)

\(^{22}\)A central theme in the literature on ‘Givenness’ is that Given-ness, in its semantic/pragmatic aspect, is a property of fairly large constituents but that its phonological consequences, in the form of de-accenting, must be distributed down to the terminal elements of that larger constituent (Schwarzschild (1999), Féry & Samek-Lodovici (2006), Selkirk (2008) among others). The feature \( X_{[∅]} \) in this context might be construed
Our second crucial assumption is that the post-syntactic derivation allows parallel and simultaneous optimization. In particular, we assume that certain facets of ellipsis, morphophonology, and prosody are computed in parallel, as in classic Optimality Theory. In this context, the kind of look-ahead presupposed in Generalization B of (55) is not anomalous, but is rather expected and natural.

Let us begin with GENERALIZATION A, though, and focus on SPI in elliptical contexts without special focus. SPI, as we have argued throughout, has all the hallmarks of a post-syntactic and fundamentally morphological operation. It is also deeply idiosyncratic, in that SPI is limited to pronouns, serves no obvious syntactic purpose, and is not widely attested outside of the Celtic languages (see also Baker & Hale 1990). Further, it is clearly driven by properties of pronouns: simple pronouns must incorporate, but inflected verbs coexist without difficulty with non-pronominal subjects, or with no subjects at all. We therefore assume that SPI is driven by a property of the pronoun, a morphological subcategorization feature in the spirit of Rizzi & Roberts (1989). For concreteness, we assume that all subject pronouns in Irish (those which express nominative case) bear the subcategorization requirement in (59).24

(59) \[ D_{\text{NOM}}^{\phi} : [\text{POL} - ] \]

The morphological subcategorization frame in (59) states that subject pronouns must be contained within a complex head of category POL (the category of the inflected verb in our analysis) at the end of the PF component of the derivation. This morphological requirement is responsible for triggering SPI, and for ensuring its obligatoriness: in the absence of SPI, subject pronouns would be, in effect, stranded affixes (Baker 1988 and many as being dependent on G-marking (or as being a variant of G-marking). The effects we discuss here, then, especially Generalization B, would turn on what the expected interaction should be between the phonology of F-marking, the phonology of G-marking and the phonology of \( X_0 \). Relevant to that discussion is the fact that the SFC also supports so-called second occurrence focus, as seen in (i):

(i) Ach ní dheicfíth tú Toraigh.
    but NEG see.FUT you Tory Island
    ‘but you WON’T see TORY’

In (i), the incorporated pronoun was articulated with a strong pitch accent and the object had a weaker, but clearly perceptible accent. The context was a discussion of landmarks that could or could not be seen from certain points on the Donegal coastline. In the terms of Selkirk (2008), the object here is both G-marked (because of the Verum Focus context) and F-marked (because it contrasts with other potential fillers of the same semantic slot). We leave the pursuit of these interesting questions and possibilities for future work.


24For some discussion of why subject pronouns come to have this property, see the Appendix. We depart from Roberts (1991) in placing morphological subcategorization requirements on the incorporated item itself (the pronoun) rather than on the host for incorporation (the verb). This is consistent with the widespread view that only dependent (obligatorily bound) elements have subcategorization frames (Lieber 1980, Inkelas 1990, etc.).
In this context it is natural to assume that subcategorization frames like (59) are trivially satisfied when the selecting morpheme undergoes ellipsis—dependent morphemes cannot be ‘stray’ if they are not pronounced at all. On this view, then, SPI, as an operation, is optional, its application rendered obligatory only by an interface requirement (the ban on stray affixes), its application rendered unnecessary if those stray affixes are eliminated by the operations of (59).

These assumptions provide an immediate understanding of the interaction of SPI and ellipsis in non-focal contexts. Deletion is driven by the constraint \( \text{ELIDE}(X_{[\emptyset]}) \), which requires non-pronunciation of material marked for deletion. This constraint, being high-ranked, rules out candidates like (60b,c) which overtly realize the subject pronoun rather than deleting it (\( X_{[\emptyset]} \) indicates a terminal node marked for deletion; \( X \) indicates that deletion (non-pronunciation) of \( X \) has occurred). Recall that deletion of subject pronouns also leads to trivial satisfaction of the subcategorization frame (59). Since deletion satisfies both \( \text{ELIDE}(X_{[\emptyset]}) \) and the subcategorization frame (59), ellipsis of the pronoun will be preferred to SPI in elliptical contexts—deletion comes ‘for free’ in this case. Candidates (60c,d), which involve applications of SPI (covert in the latter case), are thus ruled out as unmotivated departures from syntax-morphology isomorphism (the constraint \( F(S \Rightarrow M) \) of (60)). The intuition here is the venerable one that operations are costly and apply only if they yield some effect or benefit at the interfaces—an intuition routinely and naturally cashed out in terms of Faithfulness constraints in frameworks that assume parallel and simultaneous optimization. Candidate (60a) then prevails, having satisfied the requirements of both ellipsis and subcategorization in one fell-swoop through deletion of the subject pronoun. This constraint system thus correctly generates the bleeding interaction between ellipsis and SPI that we encapsulated in Generalization A of (55)).

Finally, we arrive at the interaction of ellipsis, SPI, and focus marking. To formally implement the proposal that ellipsis of the subject pronoun can be inhibited by prosodic factors related to focus, we assume that the constraint governing focal accent (\( \text{FOCALPROSODY} \))

\( \text{(60)} \)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[( \Sigma P V^0 )]</th>
<th>[( TP D_{[\emptyset]}[\text{NOM,PRO}] \ldots )]</th>
<th>( \text{ELIDE}(X_{[\emptyset]}) )</th>
<th>( \text{SC(SPI)} )</th>
<th>( F(S \Rightarrow M) )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a. ( V^0 ) ( \Rightarrow )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b. ( V^0) ( D_{[\emptyset]} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \ast ! )</td>
<td>( \ast ! )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c. ( V^0 + D_{[\emptyset]} )</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \ast ! )</td>
<td></td>
<td>( \ast ! )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d. ( V^0 + )</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>( \ast ! )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Donegal *chuirfeadh* /χur1-χu/ ‘He would (put)’ (ellipsis applies, SPI does not)

25 It follows that whatever operations build inflected verbs out of their component parts (classical head-movement) must be different in kind from SPI, since they apply routinely and obligatorily from within ellipsis sites, giving rise to the phenomenon of ‘Verb-Stranding Ellipsis’. It is partly for this reason that we insist on the morphological and post-syntactic character of SPI.
crucially dominates the constraint demanding non-realization of material marked for deletion in the narrow syntax (\(\text{ELIDE}(X_{[\emptyset]})\)). \textsc{FocusProsody} is a cover constraint, subsuming several different requirements related to focus, discussed earlier in section 7. Among these are the requirements that semantic focus be prosodically realized; that the focal accent must occur on the morpho-syntactic complex (or perhaps the prosodic word) containing the focalized element (polarity or the verbal root); that the focal accent be hosted by a bimoraic syllable; and that the focal accent be realized on a stressed syllable, distinct from the lexical stress on the verb. (In tableau (61) \(X_{[\emptyset]}\) marks items bearing a focal accent.)

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\text{FocusProsody} & \{\text{Elide}(X_{[\emptyset]}), \text{Faith}(s \Rightarrow m)\} \\
\hline
\text{ELIDE} & \text{Faith} & \text{Focus} & \text{EL}(X_{[\emptyset]}) & \text{SC}(\text{ SPI}) & \text{F}(s \Rightarrow m) \\
\hline
\text{a.} & [\text{TP} \ D_{[\emptyset]}[\text{Nom, Pro}] \ldots] & * & * & * & * \\
\hline
\text{b.} & [V^0_{[\emptyset]} + D^0_{[\emptyset, \emptyset]}] & * & * & * & * \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}

Donegal *chuirfeadh Sé* /xir\textsuperscript{1}-hit \` Sé/: ‘He \textsc{Would} (put)’ (\textsc{SPI} applies under focal accent, ellipsis does not apply to the subject pronoun)

By allowing \textsc{FocusProsody} to take precedence over \textsc{Elide}(\(X_{[\emptyset]}\)), we correctly derive the non-application of subject pronoun ellipsis in focal contexts: better to retain material marked for deletion than to realize the focal accent on an imperfect host.\textsuperscript{26}

\section{Conclusion}

Our goal in this paper has been to contribute to a better understanding of the mechanisms which lead to imperfect parallelism between syntactic and phonological representations. We have been fairly deep in the specifics of the Irish phenomena and it is time now to stand back and ask what general lessons may be drawn from our investigation.

A central concern has been the process by which simple subject pronouns in Irish VSO clauses are incorporated into the finite verb. Our core claim has been that that process, though post-syntactic, is not phonological but rather morphological and we are led to claim that such morphological adjustments are important actors in negotiating the distance between syntax and phonology. Our conclusions on this score mirror in an interesting way conclusions reached about the process of complementizer-lowering in Irish – assumed to be phonological by McCloskey (1996a), but shown clearly to be morphological in recent work by Jason Ostrove (2015). There must be, then, a species of ‘head movement’ which is post-syntactic, which is very local, which has access to syntactic infor-

\textsuperscript{26}We assume that candidates like /xir\textsuperscript{1}-hu-\`bá: \#\#\#, which realize the focal accent on epenthetic material in order to permit deletion of the subject pronoun, are ruled out by high-ranked faithfulness constraints such as \textsc{Dep}(V).
mation (the presence of phonologically null interveners between origin site and landing-site for example), but which is driven by morphological requirements of the elements involved. This kind of head-movement must be different in kind from the operations (classical head-movements) which gather up contiguous spans of the extended projection into complex verbs, nouns, and adjectives. If these are also post-syntactic (Chomsky (2000) and much subsequent discussion), they must still be different in kind from the local morphological operations of which SPI is an instance. The two species are distinguished by their interaction with ellipsis and also by whether or not their domain of application is the extended projection (SPI, as we have seen, is not so constrained). Discussions about how ellipsis and head-movement interact must be careful to distinguish among the different kinds of operation that the informal term ‘head movement’ bundles together.

In pursuing that goal, much of our discussion has been driven by trying to better understand the interaction between subject pronoun incorporation and the Irish analogue of VP-ellipsis. What is most interesting here, we think, is that there is an interaction to discuss. There is a phonology and a morphology of ellipsis and our analysis has its starting point in the commitment that ellipsis sites have detailed internal morphosyntactic structure and that elements from within the ellipsis site participate in detectable syntactic, morphological and even phonological interactions. It will be, we think, difficult to make sense of the observations we made and analyzed in section 8 without recourse to this assumption.

This conclusion emerges with particular clarity when we consider how focus and ellipsis interact. It is taken as a given in much work on ellipsis that focused material may not be elided (see Heim 1997: 209, Takahashi & Fox 2005: 230, for example). When there is no misalignment between the phonological and the interpretive aspects of focus, it is very difficult to know whether that exclusion is semantic or phonological in nature. For the interaction in Irish that we have examined here (in section 8) it is very clear, probably independently of the analysis adopted, that the exclusion of F-marked material from ellipsis sites has a phonological rather than a semantic basis. That is, there is a phonology of the interior of ellipsis sites (there is phonology in the silence, to paraphrase Jason Merchant).

In the attempt to better understand these interactions, we have also been led to a particular point of view about the architecture of the post-syntactic derivation – it is not local and serialist but is defined rather by the OT logic of parallel and simultaneous optimization.

Needless to say, we are left with many unresolved questions. There is, in particular, much more to understand about why Verum Focus seems to have the special status that it does and why it shows such distinctive interactions with the post-syntactic operations we have been concerned with. Our analysis makes progress, we think, in understanding the Irish manifestation of Verum Focus (what we have called the Special Focus Construction, in one of its guises), but, as usual, many difficult puzzles and problems remain.
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Something is known of the historical development of the systems under discussion in this paper, and that history, we think, sheds additional light on the analytic and theoretical questions that we have been grappling with. We consider these issues in a summary way in this Appendix.

For this discussion, we will return to our TYPE THREE allomorphy (from section 4), which concerns the form of the conditional ending in Northern dialects. That ending has the orthographic form -f(e)adh. The availability of that single orthographic form hides from easy view the striking variation in form that we care about. That alternation is illustrated once more in (62):

\[(62)\]
\[
a. \text{chuirfeadh Seán ...} \quad \text{(John would put)}
\[
/\text{xiː}r^1\text{hu} \text{ fæːn}/
\]

\[
b. \text{chuirfeadh sé ...} \quad \text{(he would put)}
\[
/\text{xiː}r^1\text{hit}^1\text{ʃa}/
\]

(62a) shows the default form of the ending; (62b) shows the form that emerges in the context of SPI. The phonological distance between the two forms (/hu/ and /hit/) means that this alternation is deeply opaque in the context of the contemporary phonology of Irish and it is for this reason that we analyze it as an instance of suppletive allomorphy.

The two forms and their relation are, however, readily understandable in terms of the historical phonology of the language. The original form of this ending (in the Old Irish period, 600–900) was something like /h@D/ with a final voiced dental fricative; it is for this reason that the standard orthographic form is still dh. But the dental fricatives were lost before the emergence of Early Modern Irish in the first half of the thirteenth century. They were lost by way of phonemic merger – Old Irish /G/ and /D/ merged to /G/. This development was complete by the time of the emergence of Early Modern Irish around 1200, but evidence for it first makes its appearance in the written record – sporadically – during the Middle Irish period—between 900 and 1200 (Breatnach 1994: 234, MacManus 1994: 351) Once this merger had done its work, the conditional ending would have had a form something like -/h@G/.

In final unaccented syllables, the sequence /@G/ subsequently develops in different ways in different dialects. In Ulster (our focus for the moment) the development was as in (63):

\[(63)\]
\[
/\text{ǝγ}/ \Longrightarrow /\text{ǝw}/ \Longrightarrow /\text{ʊ}/ \Longrightarrow /\text{u}/
\]

It is by way of this succession of changes that the ending -f(e)adh comes to have the form /hu/ in contemporary Ulster varieties.

The variant /hit\textsuperscript{1}/, meanwhile, was stranded, preserving in its contemporary form a

\[27\text{We set aside some complex and unresolved questions about whether the initial consonant of the morpheme was originally /t/ or /h/}.\]
memory of the long lost final dental. The form has its origins in an assimilatory devoicing and palatalization of final /ð/ when immediately followed by, and in close combination with, the initial /ʃ/ of the third person simple pronouns. So the modern alternation of (62) has its origins in the older and much more transparent alternation in (64):

(64) a. /həð/ (default)
    b. /hitʃ/ when in close combination with a pronoun whose initial is /ʃ/

While the conditional morpheme in its default form still ended in /ð/, the alternation between final /ð/ and final /ʃ/ was easily analyzed in phonological rather than morphological terms, as an instance of phonological sandhi. As a consequence of the existence of this sandhi form, in what became the environment for SPI, the final consonant was protected from the sequence of changes in (63) which led to emergence of the default form -/-hu/. It is in this way that the contemporary alternation emerges.

We can understand the historical sequence here by assuming that what was first a prosodic incorporation of the subject pronoun is later reinterpreted along the lines we have suggested here for the modern language. That is: as alternations as opaque as those in (62) gradually accumulate, a morphological interpretation of incorporation, as opposed to a phonological or prosodic interpretation, is forced on learners of the language, since the opaque alternations had to be analyzed in terms of suppletion rather than as the reflection of a regular or semi-regular phonological process.

What is now interesting is that these shifts interact with the emergence of pronoun postposing in a rather striking way. Independent pronouns first emerge early in the Middle Irish period (900 or thereabouts) and the possibility of pronoun postposing emerges with them. At this point, we assume, the evidence available to learners favored a prosodic, rather than a morphological, understanding of pronoun incorporation. It is one of the more important points of section 6 of our paper that, given a prosodic understanding of incorporation, we expect pronoun postposing to be available to subject pronouns. This follows from the logic of the analysis developed in Bennett et al. (2013, 2015). If this is on the right track, we will expect that as long as a phonological understanding of SPI remains available, postposing should be available for subject pronouns. As the evidence for a morphological reinterpretation becomes stronger (as the transparent alternations of (64) yield to the opaque alternations of (62)), then the logic of exemption, as laid out in section 6, should come into play and the modern system (in which postposing is forbidden to subject pronouns) should emerge.

This is in fact, at least to a first approximation, how things took their course. When postposing first emerges (with the emergence of independent pronouns) postposing was in fact available to subject pronouns (Greene 1958: 111, Ahlqvist 1975/6: 75, Breathnach 1994: 272-274):

(65) arnach tissad friss he.
    so-that-not approach. past.subj.3rd.sg against-it he
    ‘so that he would not oppose it’ (Breathnach, 1994: 273)
This is exactly the correlation that the logic of our discussion would lead us to expect.

While much work remains to be done to if these speculations are to be fleshed out (in particular, we would need more information than is at present available about the detailed chronology of the relevant changes), we take it to be a strength of our overall analysis that it opens this door to an understanding of how and why the strange ban on postposing of subjects emerged. The analysis invites us to make a link between that fact and apparently unrelated facts about the emergence of opaque allomorphic alternations in inflectional endings.